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English 151: Critical Thinking and Writing (School)

This cornse has two main goals:

1. To develop your ability to write clear, persuasive prose, and
2. To improve your skill as a reader of difficult texts.

English 151 begins with the idea that writing is a process that includes planning, drafting,
and revising. By revising, I don't mean proofreading or polishing. While catching typos
and choosing a different word here and there are part of the writing process, revising a
paper means re{hinking it, even changing your argument and coming to new
conclusions. Writing drafts and revising them makes writing a tool for thinking. As you
write, you generate ideas and test their conclusions. As the English novelist E. M.
Forster wrote, "How can I tell what I think till I see what I say?" English 151 is a course
in learning how to find out what you think by writing about it, and then getting your
message across to others.

Most of the essays you will write in this class will be responses to the course readings.
Many of them concern education and schooling, topics any college student is intimately
familiar with. Most of the assignments will ask you to test the arguments of different
readings by weighing them against scenes and episodes from your own schooling. The
readings are intended to raise questions like, "What should a person know to be
considered 'educated'?" "How has a dozen or more years of formal education shaped
me?" and "What's the role of power or conflict in a classroom?" The first answers that
occur to you may appear trite, but the aim of the class is not to come up with the fastest
answers possible, anyway--it's to reflect on what your education has been and what it
could be.

The course will also include one unit in which we observe and participate in someone
else's education. As you are refining your own abilities as a writer, you will also
collaborate in preparing eighth-grade students at Cypress Middle School, a public school
a mile north of Rhodes, for the essay component of TCAP, a state proficiency test.
Through a combination of class visits and exchanges through email, you will guide
students through the process of drafting and revising, explaining to them how to make
their writing clearer and more persuasive.

RTQTIRED TEXTS: Bartholomae and Petrosky, eds., Ways of Reading,Tthed.
Trimble, Writing with Style, Znd ed.
Course readings, photocopied, on reserve at the library.
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RECOMMENDED: Hacker, ed., A Pocket Sbrle Manual,4th ed.

You must have a style guide with information about the proper form for your writing--
that is, punctuation, gralnmar, citation formats, and other topics. The Pocket Style
Manual is cheap and convenient, so I recommend it. If you already have a guide like this,
you may use it instead. If you're having problems with a particular topic, I may ask to
see the guide you're using.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS:

Formal Writing: You will write four essays in this class, ranging in length from four to
eight pages. In many of these essays you will be analyzing and responding to the course
readings; one of the essays will be a research paper. Your papers should be typed,
double-spaced, and stapled, without errors of spelling or grammar. For each of these
papers you will have to hand in a first draft, which you will then revise. When you turn
in the final draft, you must include a copy of first draft with it. Final drafts should show
an effort to rethink the rough draft, not simply to proofread it or respond to your readers'
comments as swiftly as possible. Sometimes, to prompt you to rewrite your papers, I
may even alter the assignment slightly for the revision, so that you can't simply turn in
your rough draft again.

Informal Writing: Along with the formal papers, I will occasionally assign short
informal writing assignments, which will be graded Superior (check-plus), Acceptable
(check), and Unsatisfactory (check-minus). Among these will be brief reports on
references you will use in your research paper and ajournal ofyour experiences at
Cypress.

Final grades:

Revision of Essay 1 (4 pp.)
Revision of Essay 2 (5 pp.)
Revision of Essay 3 (6 pp.)
Revision of Essay a (8 pp.)
Informal writing, quizzes
Participation, including presentation

rs%
20%
20%
25%
r0%
r0%

Service Learning: This course includes a service learning component, which will
require us to visit Cypress Middle School during class time on four or possibly five days.
On these days you will have go directly from your previous class to Cypress so you can
be ready to go by 9 am. We will leave the middle school in time to get you back for your
10 am classes.

On one Saturday early in the semester (date t.b.a.), I will ask you to spend a few
hours in an orientation to the Holly"vood-springdale neighborhood. I will go over more
detailed instructions about the service learning part of the course in class.
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You will also keep an informal journal of your experiences at Cypress Middle
School, to be turned in after the project is complete.

Late Work: All papers must be turned in on time. Late papers will lose one-third of the
grade for each day they arelate. That is, a B becomes a B-, and so forth. One or two
rough drafts and reading responses, which are ungraded, will not hurt your grade, but
more than two late ungraded assignments may affect your final grade adversely.

Workshops: Occasionally during this course we will spend time in class examining your
papers. At the beginning of the semester, you will have to choose a paper to be
workshopped. If your paper is to be workshopped, you must submit to me an email
attachment of your draft in Microsoft Word at least two days before the workshop.
Failure to turn in a draft for a workshop will lead to a deduction of one letter grade from
the final draft.

Once I have the drafts for a workshop, I will email them (with the authors' names
removed) to the rest of the class. Everyone, including the authors, will print the drafts,
read, and comment on them.

Conferences: At least once during the semester, I will require you to schedule a brief
meeting with me to discuss your writing.

Presentations: At least once during the semester you will be responsible for beginning
the class discussion of one of the course readings.

E-mail: I will occasionally make changes to the schedule of assignments; usually I will
announce these first through e-mail. Check your e-mail daily.

Attendance: You may miss three classes during the semester without penalty. This
includes illness and sports activities. Missing more than three classes may hurt your final
gade. Missing more than six classes is srounds for failins the course. If you feel that
you will not be able to satisff this course requirement, you should schedule a meeting
with me as soon as possible.

Also, repeatedly arriving late to class may harm your participation grade. Please
come to class on time with your book. And if you come to class without your book, I
reserve the right to dismiss you from class.

Disabilities: If you have a documented disability and wish to receive academic
accommodations, please contact the Office of Student Disability Services as soon as
possible.

Also, please note the "Expectations and Policies" statement on the back page of the
syllabus.
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Schedule of Assignments :

NB: The dates for visits to Cypress Middle School are tentative. If I have to change
them, I will notify you well in advance and give you altemative assignments for those
days. Also, if I feel we need to spend more time on some readings, or if additional
readings may help you to write your papers, I will alter the schedule. If I do this. I will
notify you in advance.

Aug 24
Aug 26

Aug 29
Aug 30
Sept 2

w
F

Introduction to the course
Introduction to Ways of Reading (1-19); Adams, '?reface" (30-31)

Adams (27-41)
Adams (27-41), second reading
Trimble Q-2D; essay 1 due

Workshop
Trimble (25-48)

Trimble (49-63)
Pratt (515-30)
Pratt (515-30), second reading; revision ofessay 1 due

Trimble (65-81)
Freire (255-67)
Freire (255-67), second reading

Essay 2 due
Workshop
Kozol, Savaee Inequalities (on reserve)

Chambliss, "The Saints and the Roughnecks" (on reserve)
Visit to Cypress Middle School
Library Dedication (no class)

Rodriguez (561-81) and Hoggart (8a1-a8); revision of essay 2 due
Visit to Clpress Middle School
Rodriguez (561-81) and Hoggarr (841-48) second reading

Visit to Cypress Middle School
Essay 3 due

Workshop
Visit to Cypress Middle School
Clpress Journal due (informal writing)

Sept 7
Sept 9

Sept 12
Sept 14
Sept L6

Sept 19
Sept 2l
Sept 23

M
w
F

w
F

M
w
F

M
w
F

M Sept
W Sept
F Sept

M Oct
W Oct
F Oct

Fall Break

26
28
30

MOct3
WOct5
FOctT

10
T2
I4

W Oct 19
F Oct 2I

M Oct 24
W Oct 26
F Oct 28



FT. rtr.?r-

a
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M Oct 31 Finding a topic to research; revision of essay 3 due
W Nov 2 Library visit
F Nov 4 Research question and list of four sources due

M Nov 7 "Rap: The Newest Voice of a People" (student essay)
W Nov 9 Trimble (105-48);punctuation exercise
F Nov 11 Crow Dog and Erdoes, "Civilize Them with a Stick" (reserve);

reports on three references due (informal writing)

M Nov 14 Responding to sources: in-class exercise
W Nov 16 Wideman (687-727)
F Nov 18 Wideman (687-727), second reading

M Nov 2L Essav 4 due

Thanksgiving

M Nov 28 Workshop
W Nov 30 Workshop
F Dec 2 Conferences

M Dec 5 Visit to Cypress Middle School
W Dec 7 Essav 4 due

e



A

B

C

D

F

Grading Standards

A papers articulate a clear thesis; develop a thoughtful, logical supporting
argument; demonstrate impressive command of language (grammar, style,
diction); display close knowledge of primary and secondary texts; integrate
textual references smoothly and effectively.

B papers have amain idea; present a generally effective argument; employ
language correctly; show knowledge of primary and secondary texts; contain
sufficient textual references. B papers are competent overall but lack the subtlety
and originality of A papers.

C papers have a main idea but may have an unclear thesis; present some good
evidence but may be compromised by faulty logic or inadequate development;
display some errors in language usage; make overly general or occasionally
mistaken reference to primary and secondary texts.

D papers may lack a clear main idea; have a poorly structured or weakly
developed argument; display some serious language usage problems; show
inadequate knowledge of primary and secondary texts.

F papers display the problems of D papers, unredeemed by sufficient positive
qualities or compounded by evident disregard for the assignment.


